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ASYMMETRIC STORE FLUTTER

L by

A. LotZe

MESSERSCI(MITT-BöLKOW-BLOtIM GmbH.
tJnternehmensbereich Flugzeugo

- • Poatfach 801160 - 8 MUnchen 80
W. -Germany

INTRODUCTION
• Numerous missions of military aircrafts are dealing with asymmetrical store con! igu-

rations. External stores may be flown asymmetricall y throughout the whole mission like
• electronic pods, camera pods and pylon mounted fuel tanks in combination with externa l

weapon carriage . Asymmetrical store configurations also can occur t em ls ’Iart ly by ~~~~~metrica l sequences of weapon release .

Asymmetrical effects generated by tolerances in mass and stiffness distributions
are generally expected to be less important for flutters but may create considerable
problems dur ing ground resonance and flig ht flutter tests. Caused by closely spaced
frequencies, beating of resonance mode frequencies can arise which makes i t  difficult
to identify the mode and to evaluate the exact damping .

Performing flut ter work it is quite common to base the investigation on the assump-
t ion that the flutter condi t ion is more d i  f i cu l  t to ~tch I eve fi’i asynrict r ica I con-
figurations. Therefore a procedure often tr od to reduce the size of the flutter pres-
entation task is to analyze all configurat ions as being carried symmetrically 

~1J,[2J,t3)Beyond this, in his paper on “Flutter of Aircraft with External Stores”, presented at
the U.S. Air Force Aircraft/Stores Compatibility Symposium in 1969 , H.Katz indicated
the possibility to increase the flutter speed of store configurations by “built-in ”
unsymmetries like making the left—hand py lon of different stiffness than the right-hand
pylon . Of course this procedure would only be reliable if for a given aircraft all
possible store configurations are proved to flutter at higher speeds when the system
is made asymmetrical.

First indications of asymmetrical store instabilities at lower air speeds than meas-
ured for the related symmetrical configurations were found during wind tunnel testing of
a model, having aweopable wings. Results of this test were presented at the “Specialists
Meeting on Wing-With—Stores Flutter” in Munich 1974 [4] . Due to the small damping gra—

• dients measured for the asymmetri”öal store configurations, the determination of the exac t
flutter speed was difficult and still uncertainties remained whether the measurements
demonatrate real flutter or rather have to he exp la ined by forced vibrations caused by
marginally stable modes. In the meantime a large number of asymmetrical store configura-
ttons have been investigated b~’ analysis and further wind tunnel testing to establish the
physical background for the flutter mechanism of asymmetrical stores and to find out
whether unfavourable effects of asymmetries exist only for mild flutter or ~o’dd al sooccur for flutter cases, exhibiting large gradients of aerolvnamic damping with air-
speed . Results o~ this asymmetrical store study will be presented here ,

TECHNICAL APPROACH

Representation of Aircraft Structure

The aircraft investigated here features sweepable’ wings which require single
point attachments for the inboard and outboard wing pylons. Due to this requirement the
values for the attachment stiffness in the yaw degree of freedom are relatively small
for the wing and also for the pylon.. The flexibilities of the attachments had to be
considered by special degrees of freedom in roll, pitch and yaw for the wing and in yaw
for the pylon. Since it was proved by analysis that the flexibility of fin , ta i leron and
fuselage has no ef fec t on store flutter , these components were assumed to be rigid for
moat of the calcula t ions. 

~~~~~ ~~~~ -~ - - - -



- ‘ For the representation of wing -external store dynamic. the following generalized
coord inates were introduced into vibration and flutter analyses,

3 Rigid aircraft modes

4 Elastic wing modes (f i rs t  and second vertica l bending, f irst torsion , first
lateral bending)

3 wing pivot modes

3 Wing inboard store ju nction modes

. 3 Elastic inboard pylon modes

1 Inboard pylon pivot (yaw) mode

3 Wing outboard store junction modes

3 Elastic outboard pylon modes

I Outboard pylon ptvot (yaw) mode

Using the Q-R Algorithmus, the flutter equation was solved for the equivalent amount
of structural damping 9, necessary to provide harmonical oscillations. Structural damping
as measured in ground resonance tests has not been considered here.

4 Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces

Three-dimensional unsteady aerodynamic forces were calculated for the wing using kernel
4 function theories [5]. According to the operational speed of most external store con! igu-

rations, the calculations in general have been performed for the subsonic region at Mach
number 0.9. For comparison with flutter model test results some calculations are based on
N - 0.3.

Investigations show that in most cases the influence on flutter behaviour caused by
unsteady aerodynamic forces on external stores and store-wing interference effects is
small [6],[7], Therefore unsteady aerodynamic effects of the store are not consideredhere.

Mathematical Description of the Asymmetr ical Sys tem
• The dynamica l behaviour of the symmetrical clean aircraft was described by available

symmetrical and antisymnsetrical component modes, Asymmetrical external stores were added
to the symmetrical aircraft by coupling asymmetrical store modes (representing the mass
and stiffness distribution of individual pylon-store systems on each side of the wing)
with the symmetrical and antisymmetrical clean aircraft modes dynamically. This approach
has the advantage of using proved structural and aerodynamical representations of the
aircraft, already established for symmetrical and antisymmetrical investigations . Having

4 defined a set of symmetrical and antisymmetrical cle.t’~ iircraf t modes and asymmetrical StOre’• modes,the vibration and flutter equations can be solved as usual.

Description of the Flutter Mechanism

The mechanism of the symmetrica l and asymmetrical store flutter on pttnc ip le can be
demonstrated by Fiq. 1 which shows the variation of flutter speed and modal frequencies
with increasing store radius of gyration for the tore pitch axis as resulted from the
flu tter model test mentioned above.

The three important modes involved in the flutter mechanism are:

First wing bending mode with in-phase lateral motion of the store

. Store pitch mode exhibiting large amplitudes of wing torsion

Store roll mode coupling with wing b.nding and out-of-phase lateral store
motion

• ‘ ) ~
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FIG. 1 FLUTTER SPEED AND MODAL FREQUENCIES VERSUS RADIUS OF GYRATION

Frequencies of the store roll mode and wing bending mode are not aftectc ’d by variation
of the pitch inertia, but the distances to the store pitch frequency are reduced if the
store is carried asymmetrically.

The diagram on top indicates two different flutter modes characterized by the coupl ing
of store pitch with wing bending for the right-hand branch and store pitch with store roll
for the left-hand branch.
Due to the increased frequency of the wing bending mode for asymmetrical store carriage
the value for the pitch inertia related to the minimum flutter speed condition is shifted
to smaller values of f . thus creating the capability of asymmetrical flutter at lower air
speeds in the range of intermediate values of 
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For the stiffness and mass distributions investigated by this diagram, the pitch -roll
flutter of the left-hand branch seems to result to highe r flutter speeds for asymmetr ical - 

-
stores inside the range of actua l values of 

~~~

.

To confirm this flutter mechanism as deduced from wind tunnel tests and to examt::t~the asYmmetrical flutter behaviour under different conditions for wing and pylon stiff-
noises and store weights, an analytical study was initiated which wil l be discussed now .

RESULTS

Correlation of Test and Analys is Results
For all external store configurations investigated here, symmetrical flutter was found

to be more critical than antisymmetrical flutte r. Therefore antisymmetrica l flutter
will not be considered .

Fig. 2 shows a comparison of analysis resul ts with teat results which have been ob-
tam ed by the flutter model with mod if ied wing ~nd pylon stiffnosses ,
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In genera l the mechanism of f lut ter .ts found during earl ier wind tunnel test ing
,tee confirmed . For symmetrical store co ntigurat ions the two di f ferent  branches of f lut ter
aie separated we ll and agreement between test  and analysis is sat i s fac to ry ,  considering
that small d if f e ie nce’ s lit twt7e n structural model data and design data can e f t v ’ •’t the mini-
mum f lutter spc~ d to occur at smalle r values of ~, thus shif t  inq the w h o l e  curve ,o, inch —

I • cated by the diagram.

As it turned out for the con! igur•ittons considered in this f 1q~~re, the damping gradi—
e n t  in the flutt er point was very small For asymmets tea l  stores St~~~Ref .  values between
1 .2 and 0.8. This m.iJt~ it ost reme ly d i f f icu l t  to define the ~‘xact flutter speed by mode l
tes ting  which may exp lain the d i f ference between measured and calculated resu l ts  for
.isymw t r ical  stores .  Nevertheless calculations and also measurements indicate a range
of possibly lower flutter speed for asymmetrical store carriage .

For the left-hand branch no resul ts are available from test for asymmetrica l store
configurations.  Ca lculated differences between symmetrical and asymmetrical Storos seems
to be less essential, but , as it wi ll be shown later , this behaviour could be changed for
other combinations of wing and pylon stiffnesses and store weights.

Whether asymmetrical store carr iage wi l l  increase or reduce the f lut ter  speed can
already be deduced from changes of frequel•cit’s and mode shape s of corresponding normal
modes .

Fiq. 3 demonstrates the d i f ferences in mode shapes for the modes important for store
f lu t to r , depicting a value of store pitch inert ia close to the minimum f lutter speed con-
dit ion for symmetrical s to res .  Whereas for the symmetrica l configuration the pitch mode
exh ib i ts  large wt nq torsional displacements, being able’ to generate severe flutter ,the
contribution of wing torsion to the asymmetrical store pitch mode is small . The asymme-
t r ica l store p i tch frequency is sh i f ted below the wing bending frequency which leads to
a mild f lu t te r  case .  The store yaw and store roll modes in both cases are wel l  separated
from the store pi tch mode and are not involved in the f lu t ter  mechanism.

How the wing bending frequency and the shape ~ f the store pitch mode change w i th
varying 9— v i l u e  is shown by Fig. 4.  This f igure i l lustrates for the symmetrical con! igu-
ration the tuning of frequency between s t e r o  pitch and wing bending and the variation of
the pitch nodal line from the most cri t ical position at~~~~Ref . = 1 .2 to a less cr i t ical
forward position a t~~~~Ref = 0 .8.  For the asymmetrical confi guration the worst nodal line
posit ion is obtained for 

~~~ Ref .  va lue of 1,O ,whereas for the sym metrical store carriage
the noda l line is already shif ted forward for this condition.

Fo llowing the experience gained from analyses and mode l testing,different’es in the
flutter behaviour of symmetrical and asymmetrica l configurations can be afft-’cted by

reduction of generalized mass fo r the asymmetr ical  case which is easier
to excite and therefore may lower the f lut ter  speed

• change of mode shapes on the unloaded wing side , which at frequencies of the
three store modes shows contributions of the wing bending mode only. The loaded
wing side only exhibits wing torsiona l mot ions in the pitch mode , capable to
initiate flutter. Energy transfer from the loaded side to the unloaded side
therefore results to a more stable overall configuration

• changed nodal line position of the pitch mode which seems to be the most im-
portant effect of uns~- mmetries because this can shift the minimum flutter
speed to a condition, at which the symmetrical configuration may be le3s
cr it ical

- increased wing bending frequency and decreased store roll frequency for the
asymmetrical case which can create a coupling with the store pitch node by
smaller aerodynamic forces than necessary for symmetr ical conf igura tions to
obtain the flutter condition .

The differences between symmetrical and asymmetrical store flutter seems to be re-
duced for mild flutter cases if actual values of structural damping as measured in ground
resonance tests are considered .

Analytical Results for Different Stores Carried on Inboard and Outboard Wing Pylons

The flutter behaviour will now be discussed in detail for different inboard and out-
board store conditions .
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One of the largest stores usually being carried on the wing is th. external fuel tank .
For most aircrafts the lowest flutter speed will be obtained for the maximum fuel con- - -dition . representing large values of store weight and store radius of gyration which gen-
erate flutter according to the ‘right~hand” flutter branch.
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‘ FIG . 5 ASYMMETRICAL FUEL EMPTYING OF INBOARD PYLON TANKS

LE FT HANDTA NK : I00%andl0%FUEL
RIGHT HAND TANK: 0 - 100% FUEL

N • 0.5 , WET WING . A . 21 , py LOIsS TIFFNESS SO%OF NOMINAL

Fig. 5 demonstrates the variation of flutter speed with asymmetrical fuel emptying
of the inboard pylon tanks at a wing sweep position of 25 degrees. The internal wing
tanks are considered to be full because in normal flight operation the external tanks
are emptied before the wing fuel is being consumed. For the lower curve one external
tank is assumed to contain maximum fuel whereas the fuel of the other tank varies from
zero to 100 %. The lowest flutter speed is reached for the fuel state with both tanks
being full which matches about the minimum flutter speed condition for this configuration.
Emptying only one of the tanks, the wing bending frequency lies above the store pitch
frequency wh ich provides a very mild flutter at considerably higher flutter speeds.

The upper curve demonstrates the flutter Prend of the tanks when the fuel state of
one tank is kept in the 50 S condition and the other is being varied from zero to
100 5. Two different flutter modes are obtained , a very mild flutter at 4.1 Hz when at
least one tank is about full and a more excessive flutter at 6.2 Hz which is dominated
by the pitch mode of the tank with 50 5 fuel content.
For this configuration it is proved by the results shown in the diagram that all symmet-
rical and asymmetrical fuel state conditions,whlch may occur during operational flight : -

or may result from fuel emptying failure cases, are covered by the flutter speed of the
symmetrical configuration with full tanks.

How the flutter behaviour changes if outboard stores are added to these tank configu-
rations is illustrated by the noxt figures. 
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ASYMMETRICAL FUEL EMPTYING OF INBOARD PYLON TANKS WITH SYMMETRICAL
OUTBOARD STORES

• In Fig. 6 the resu 1 s a t e  presented wh Lob have been achieved tot two sI i t  ci sist w tug
sweep posit tons. 4~ t It’ S ’% 01 Il~i I t anN iS aHstlISost I s ’ 1’~ ’ f it  i t ~~flsi t In’ et bet I anN \.i i I o~’
f torn c i s ’ to  I ~~ i S fuel st a t e  • toi  the 2 ~ degree Wi list sweep posit ion I he hi silitist t hi t  I t•i
speed wa, calculated for the symme t t- lea 1 tnt 1 ~‘tu it  0,411,1 i t  I SlIt . kmpt y lug one t ank only t he
ft Ut I e speed I. stecreas I ntj and r eaches the I owest value at t he emI’t y/ ful l ci~nst it Ion .
This behav iour Is not changed it a relatively large t’aiue et 2 , ” I st tuct utah stamping is
considered , which Proves, that the damp ing sjradient In the I tnt t es point is comparable t su
syRWiet n eal anti a.yrnrnett-ical fuel s ’ s l I t s t i t  tots..
This trend changes to the e ppo. Its tt tb W hid  is swept back . III I his s~i 51’ t lit ’ s~’iiimet —

r teal full I full condit ton represents the worst s ’Ondt I- -ton and would c teat at so the t tut tot
of asymmet r tea I fuel states . The second flutter mode at  t~ .0 Ho is not impor t ant tot f t  itt let
because It Indicates higher flutter speeds tot alt fuel states.

Fig. 7 show. the f lutter speed. as resulted tot the same slot-c s’oIit Iguta t ion it one
tank Is being kept In the ~‘t~ S fuel consi It ion • For the 2’~ degree w I itg sweep posit Ion I he
resis t t s are s let tat to those obtained tot the tank .‘onf igus-at ton wit hout out board st ot es
(see Fig. . Cons idering 2 . ‘~ S a t  rni ’t urat tiampi lup , I lit’ lowest ft tit t es speed ~‘e~’t t i  s I
the symmetrical condition .
At 4S degr ee wing sweep the lowest f tnt t er speed Is at’ti Iet’ett tot the ~ it 5 I iN’ S t t I e ’ I
condit ion which was at ready tilt’ I titled In the i i i  ag tarn shown t’e toi e
It Is stri king that all t-esui t a oht a (ned tot the t ank fuel enipt \‘ iitg I evt ’a I .‘liI \ t I l t  It ’

mode of the tank w i th  ‘0 5 f tie I • cou p t t Ilt ) w i t  ii I he w tint butust IIs~i mode at a I i t ’s pIt ’Ii. ’\ 01
about 6 Ho . This is at s evident f torn the ft utter speed/stamping ,tt t VI’S tot t he I Iiboa I
store carriage shown in rIg. 8.

ef feet of asymmetr ies on the second flutter mode which Is dominated I
~
y t In’ s t O l e p It ~h
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- DAMPING OF CRITICAL FLUTTER NODES FOR DIFFERENT

INBOAR D TANK FUEL CONDITIONS

N • 00 WIt WING A. 25 PYLON StIFFNESS 00% OF NOMINAL

The h .2 Hz flutter modes are closely spaced for all possible tank combinat ions where-
as the 4.1 Hz flutter modes exhibit a wide scatter of the flutter speed and also of the
damping gradietit . This phenomenon indicates that the effect of asymmetries on flutter is
large If the considered store radius of gyration Is s-lost ’ to the value which defines the
m inimum flutter speed . Figure 8 also demonstrates tot- this special store configurat ion
that in agreement with common flutter philosophy the flutter speed calculated for the
symmetrI cal configuration would be safe for all possible asymmetrical conditions , not
dependent on structural damping. measured tot this aircraft in ground resonance test
Hut deviation from this rule is proved by Fig. 9 wh ich shows the critical flutter modes
for the sante confIguratIons but carry 1,551 in addi t ion s to res  on the outboard wing stat ions. —

In this case the flutter speed resulted tot the full/full conditIon would not be sate ts ’l
the asymmetrical empty/full tank configuration which flutters at considerably lower alt —

3 
speed , indicating about the same decrease of damping .

• The favourable or unfavourable effect of asymmetry, dependent on the fact whether
add itional stores are carried on the outboard wing station, can be exp la ined by the de-
crease of the wing bending frequency due to the outboard store . For the symmetr ica l full
tank configuration this effect is beneficial because it detunes the wing bending and
store pitch frequencies whereas for the asymmetrical tank this frequencies are tuned by
the reduction of the wing bending frequency . Now also for asymmetrical configurations the
w ing bending frequency Is below the store pitch frequency which creates the capability
of severe flutter.

The following example Illustrates the asymmetrical flutter of an inboard wing store
att ached by adapter which reduces the stIffness of the pylon . Due to this reduction in
st i f fness the considered store radius of gyration for pitch of

~
/
~R5f — 0. 97 can be

expected to match the minimum f lut ter  speed condition for asymmetrical store carriage
when the wing Is swept to the forward positi on .

_ _  - .  - 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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VARIATION OF FLUTTER SPEED WITH WING SWEEP ANGLE FOR SYMMETRICAL AND ASYMMETRICA L

4 INBOARD STORE CARRIAGE WITH AND WITHOUT SYMMETRICAL OUTBOARD STORES

N • 05 , DRY WING PYLON STIFFNESS 10% OF NO4INAL

Tb. expected behaviour is confirmed by the results for the inboard store carriage,
• depicted in Fig. 10 for different wing sweep positions. For 25 degrees wing sweep flutter

occurs at considerably lower flutter speed for the asymmetrical configuration. This
• diagram also demonstrates the large influence of the wing sweep angle on the asymine-

trical flutter. At wing sweep positions higher than 35 degrees asymmetrical flutter is
not important.

The flutter behaviour is changed completely if additional stores are mounted on out-
board wing pylons. Fig. 11 indicates very mild flutter at small and intermediate sweep
angles for the symmetrical and also for the asymmetrical store configuration. The criti-
cal flutter mode at large wing sweep angles is dominated by the outboard store modes and
is therefore not effected by asymmetries of the inboard stores.

The flutter critical situation for the inboard store configuration at 25 degree sweep
angle is depicted in Fig. 12. The shapes of the wing bending and store pitch mode, which
are important for this flutter case,are about identical for the wing which carries the
store. But frequency separation is better for the symmetrical configuration. From the
damping and frequency plot of the four flutter modes up to 10 Hz it can be seen that
flutter occurs for both configurations by the coupling between wing bending and store
pitch. Due to the higher wing bending frequency at zero air speed the coupling point is
reached at lower flutter speed for the asymmetrical store. It is also evident , that store ‘

I

yaw (mode No. 2) and store roll (mode No. 4) .st-v not involved in the flutter mechanism .

The next flutter case which will be discussed now is a more complicated example for
the “left-hand ” flutter branch, characterized by the store pitch/store roll flutter.
Fig. 13 shows the four normal modes which could contribute to the store flutter. For
both configurations, the symmetrical and also the asymmetrical , the mode shapes are
marked by a strong coupling between store yaw,pitch and roll, due to closely spaced
fr.qu.nci.s of the store component modes . The second and also the third mode indicate
contribution, of store pitch, but the second mode show much larger motion of store roth
wing bending, whereas th. twist nodal line of the wing exhibits a less critical forward
position .
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It can be assumed , therefore, that the second mode will behave more like a store
roll/wing bending mode and the third mode will be the pitch mode which becomes critical.
Differences in mode shapes and frequencies between the symmetrical and the asymmetrical
configuration are very small. In this case the effect of energy transfer between both
sides of the wing can be expected to result to a higher flutter speed for the asymmetrical
condition.
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The damping and frequency plot of Fig. 14 prove that these assumptions are true. For
both configurations the coupling between the second and third flutter mode def ines the
lowest flutter point. Due to the fact that the store roll frequency is below the store

• pitch frequency , the flutter behaviour of the symmetrical configuration is rather exces-
sive. As expected, the asymmetrica l store flutters at much higher air speeds, because
neither the frequencies nor the wing twist nodal line are changed to a worse condition
by the asymmetry .

The next configuration considered deals with a single pylon store on outboard wing .
It is quite clear , that flutter trends established for inboard stores to indicate the
effect of asymmetries can not be used directly for outboard stores. It has to be con-
sidered that the influence of outboard stores on the wing bending frequency is much
larger but in general similar effects of asymmetries can be expected .

_______________________________________ 
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FIG. 15 NORMAL MODE SHAPES OF SYMMETRICAL AND ASYMMETRICAL OUTBOARD
STORE CARRIAGE 



Th. first two modes of Fig. 15 , showing the normal modes for this configuration ,
indicate a strong coupling between wing bending and store yaw for the asymmetrical case
due to the increased frequency of wing bending . For both , the symmetrical and the asym-
metrical configuration, two modes with large store pitch motions (modes No. 3 and 4) are
evident which are generated by a coupling between store pitch and wing yaw. Both modes
are able to initiate flutter but the mode with the more critical lower frequency exhibits
also the more critical wing nodal line position. Because of the 8ITlahler distance between
the wing bending and the store pitch frequency the asymmetrical store must be expected
to flutter at the lower air speed. Due to the very high frequency (about 14 Hz) the store
roll mode is not involved in the flutter mechanism and is therefore not shown here.
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The variation of dampings and frequencies are demonstrated for this outboard store
configuration in Fig. 16. The specific behaviour of this light weight store is reflected
by the flutter modes No. I and 2 of the symmetrical configuration which show that these
modes are interchanging . Finally the second flutter mode is dominated by wing bendinq
and the frequency crossing of this mode and the store pitch mode defines the flutter point.

For the asymmetrical store small aerodynamic forces are sufficient to sepatate wing
bending and store yaw (Modes No. 1 and 2). In this case the wing motion of the store
pitch mode (Mode No. 3) generates much smaller aerodynamic forces, but due to the higher
wing bending frequency the critical flutter condition is reached at lower flutter speed
than obtained for the symmetrical configuration.
Not considering the more complicated coupling between the modes engaged , this examp le
shows that the fundamental mechanism of asymmetrical store flutter is similar for in-
board and outboard stores.

_______________ •.•
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Effect of Asymmetrical Stiffness Distribution
The last figures presented here demonstrate the effect of asymmetrical pylon stiff-

nesses on the flutter speed. Two different inboard store conditions are investigated .
For the first store a radius of gyration was assumed which matches the minimum flutter
speed condition for  symmetrical store carriage and which results to higher f l u t t e r  speeds
if only one store is being carried (Fig. 17) . For the second store , att ached to t hs.
pylon by an adapter, a 9 -value was chosen which is close to the minimum flutter speed
condition if the store is carried asymmetrically (Fig. 18). For this case the more
critical flutter was found for the asymmetrical configuration with one store only.
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In Fig. 17 and 18 the flutter speeds are plotted versus stiffness of ~~
-‘ pylon where-

as the stiffness of the other pylon is being kept at 100 6. Both figures - ‘itcate a change
of the critical flutter mode when the stiffness of one pylon decreases ‘-

~~~~~~~ - S of the
nominal stiffness.
When the stiffness of one pylon is increased to 120 %, a further flutter mo ~. -~~~~ found
at very high flutter speed outside the range of the diagrams. From this the .~~..~~us ion
can be drawn that each wing side creates its corresponding flutter case, each naving a
minimum flutter speed at defined values of pylon stiffness . For the 6.0 Hz cui ~‘ in
Fig. 17 , which refers to the flutter of the pylon with 100 6 stiffness , the minimum
flutter speed is reached at 100 5 stiffness, corresponding to the ~‘-value which alreadymatches the minimum flutter speed condition at nominal stiffness . For the 6.6 Hz flutter
mode of Fig. 18 the minimum is not reached yet, which is reflected by the decreasing
flutter speed when the stiffness of ons,’ pylon is being increased. Both diagrams also
indicate that for the flutter mode related to smaller stiffneeses the flutter speed is
still reducing for further reduction of the stiffness.
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The results of this calculations demonstrate that asymmetry of pylon stiffness can
be very important for values of store inertia and pylon stiffness , which are close to
the minimum flutter speed condition . For the cases considered here the influence is
reduced , if structural damping is taken into account . For final judgement this phenome-
non needs to be further investigated , especially in view of stores having intermediate
and smaller radii of gyration .
Differences in pylon stiffnesses inside the usual range of small tolerances seems to
be less important for flutter but can create considerable problems during the evaluation
of flight test data, caused by closely spaced frequencies, which may result to misleading
high damping values. In this case a verification of test results by flutter calculations
Is even more important and it may be necessary to provide the flutter clearance of store
configurations with marginal flutter speeds rather by analys is than by flight test.

CONCLUSION

Coming to the conclusion it should be kept in mind that all results , demonstra ted
here , have been obtained for wing pylons with single point attachments, due to the require—
ment of sweepable wings. For other pylon attachments, changes of the critical flutter
conditions by asymmetrical store carriage may be different . Never theless , some general
rules can be established by the results of this study which indicate the trend of flutter
changes caused by asymmetries.

The fundamental mechanism of store f lutter is characterized by the aerodynamic coupling
of the store pitch mode, producing large wing torsional motions, with wing bending . Two
modes with large wing bending motions are existent which are defined by the “in-phase ”
and “out-of-phase” coupling with lateral store motions. According to this, two different
flutter cases had to be considered which are able to generate low flutter speeds at very
large or very small values of store inertia about the pitch axis. For intermediate values

4 of store inertia the influence of asymmetries is less important because reasonable high
flutter speeds can be expected for this region .

It has been shown by this study that asymmetrical store carriage or asymmetrical
stiffness distribution results to changes of the wing bending frequency and the wing
nodal l ine position of the store pitch mode, which can generate either lower or higher
flu tter speeds. For store configurations with values of pylon stiffness and store inertia
close to the minimum flutter speed conditio” the changes by asymmetries can be mos t effec-
tive, c.~used by the tuning or detuning of wing bending and store pit .’h frequencies. Italso has been found that the influence of asymmetries on flutter is beneficial, if the
change in nodal line position or wing bending frequency is small. In this case energy
transfer between the more critical and the less critical wing is decisive .

Knowing the flutter mechanism it is quite clear that changes of flutter parameters.
like store weight, wing sweep position and the carriage of additional stores on -he out-
board wing pylon which influence the wing bending frequency, or changes of pylo~ stiff-nesses which effect the store pitch frequency, will also change the effect of asymmetries
considerably as it was shown by the results.

The usual procedure to analyze all store configurations as being carried symmetrically
can not be followed for all aircrafts. This does not mean that all possible asymmetrical

• 
- configurations have to be investigated.

It is recommended to establish flutter trends by variation of important parameters
before actual store configurations are being calculated . Once the regions with possibly
lower flutter speeds of asymmetrical stores are defined, those configurations can be
selected which have to be investigated.
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A wind tunnel test program scheduled for completion in April 1978 is being sponsored by the Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory for demonstration of active wing/store flutter suppression systems on a light-
weight fi ghter aircraft. Northrop Corporation was selected as contractor of the program which included
preliminary design , f inal des ign , fabrication and testing of a wind tunnel model. The present paper
presents preliminary results of the design analysis and the test program which was conducted at the NASAl
Lan gley Transoni c Dynamics Tunnel. Three configurations were selected for final testing. Two of these
configurations were deliberatel y desi gned to exhibit low flutter speeds with rapid reductions in damping
at the incip ient flutter condition. After initial tunnel entries which showed the need for certain its—
provements in the model and the control system design , subs tantial increases in the f l utter speeds were
achieved using both leading and trailing edge control surfaces separately. For the most critical config-
uration a demonstrated improvement of 18% and a projected improvement of 29% in the d namic pressure were
accomplished.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increase in strength of materials and the use of thin , low—drag airfoils have led to f l exible
and more flutter—prone wings . With many combinations of external stores , modern fighter aircraft have a
wide variety o f flutter placards that restrict operational use . In fact , an aircraft carry ing external
stores may have several flutter spee d restrictions on a single flight. In order to reduce the severity

• of these restrictions and take advantage of recent improvements in controls technology for high—performance
aircraft , a logical approach is to develop a flutter suppression system that eventually could employ the
same components used for conventional stability augmentation. Before a working flutter suppression sys—
tern can be installed in an aircraft , a number of design aspects have to be considered. These aspects
include selection of control surfaces  and rela ted ac tua tion sys tems , definition of appropriate control
laws applicable to a large variety of configurations and flight conditions , and development of redun—
dancy and fail—safe features.

Automatic feedback systems controlling the aeroelastic response have been used successfully on
several aircraft. The applications to date have been for augmentation of static stability, improvement
of ride quali ty,  reduction of maneuver loads and Suppression of structural loads induced by atmospheric
turbulence. Considerable interest has emerged in recent years towards adding an active flutter control •
function to the flight control systems. A pioneering investigation was performed by the Boeing Company
and Honeywell , lnc.’- 1’. paving the way for a flight test program that emp loyed an Air Force Fligh t Re-
search B—52 to demonstrate the feasibility of active flutter suppression. In addition, ac t ive f lutter

• suppression tests were conducted on a wind tunnel model of the B—52 to obtain comparisons with flight 
- 

-

test data~
2
~~. Other efforts within the United States included a wind tunnel teat program(3’ on an SST—

type wing and an analytical study (4 .5) of a wing/store flutter suppression system. Outside of the United
States, considerable activity in the area of flutter suppression has been evidenced by several publics—
tions f r om Eng land , France and Germany. Significant contributions in terms of wind tunnel test demon-
strations include References (6) and (7). An interesting analytical study of active flutter suppression Is
presented in Reference 8.

In March 1976 the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) Initiated the sponsorship of a wind
tunnel test demonstration of active wing/store flutter suppression systhms for a lightweight f ighter air-
craft. Northrop Corporation was awarded the contract which has been accomplished in four phases: pre—
liminary design, f inal  des ign, fabrication and testing of a wind tunnel model . The present paper pre-
sents the design analysis and the test program , which included three entries at the NASA/Langley Trans—
onic Dynamics Tunnel.

2. DESCRIPTION OP THE MODEL

The test specimen is a 302 scale, semi—span (right half) model of a lightweight fighter aircraft.
The configuration is characterized by a moderately swept wing with a large, highly swept leading edge
extension (LEX) at the root, differential area ruling of the fuselage and under—wing engine inlets with
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slots for fuselage boundary layer diversion. The model was designed such that , for three selected store
configurations, the unaugmented f lut ter speeds plus the desired improvements with the AFSS (Active Flutter
Suppression Systems ) operative , could be demonstrated within the test  limits of the NASA/Lang ley 16—foot

• Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (TDT) . Pertinent scale factors based on freon as the flow medium are presented
in Tab le 1.

• The model simulates all important wing, pylon, rigid body, and fuselage degrees of freedom that are
required to provide correct modal coupling for f lutter. A schematic drawing is shown in figure 1. The
wing has an aluminum spar with segmented balsa wood covering. The half fuselage is simulated by a seg—
mented metal shell attached to a magnesium beam which is restrained in its lateral degrees of freedom by
three bar mechanisms mounted on the tunnel wall. In addition , the model is supported ~y a lift cable and
by two preloaded (450N) fuselage cables running around pulleys so that the model is free to move in
plunge and p i tch and , to a lesser degree , in the axial direction. To obtain smooth flow past the fuselage ,
a splitter p late is installed close to the sy~~ etry plane . The model is trimmed by an all—movable and
remotely controlled horizontal tail. A narrow—span leading edge flap and a trailing edge 8urface were
selected as the active flutter suppression devices. They are actuated by miniature hydraulic actuators
designed and supplied by the Boeing Company. Wichita Division . Accelerometers are installed inside the
wing to sense the vibration. After proper conditioning, the signals are fed to the servo—valve which
supp l ies hydraulic pulses to the actuator. A potentiometer is installed in the hinge mechanism to sense
the control surface rotation and provide input to the actuator servo.

DIMENSION SYMBOL SCALE

Length L 0.300

Velocity L/T 0.451

Time T 0,665

Frequency l/T 1.503

Dynamic Pressure M/LT
2 

0.127

Mass N 0.0169

Force 10.11
2 

0.0115

Flexibil ity T
2/M 26 .18

Table 1. Model Scale Factors

3. ANALYTICAL STUDY

3.1 Initial Flutter Analysis

Several flutter analyses were made to determine the most in teres ting configurations for the test
program . Trend studies were performed with variations of store mass, cen ter of gravity,  moment of in-
er t ia , pylon attachment , etc. Linearized finite element models of the aeroelastic system were employed
in the conventional manner with the dynamic equation formulated in terms of generalized coordinates in—
eluding a representative number of natural vibration modes and appropriate rigid body modes. Unsteady
aerodynamic loadings were computed by use of the doublet—lattice method at three discrete Mach numbers
in the subsonic regime. Three external store configurations that differ substantially in the flutter - -

characteristics were selected for further analysis and wind tunnel testing. The configurations are:

Configuration (A) : Tip launcher rail: AIM—9E (Sidevinder)
Tip pylon (952 span): Not installed
Inboard pylon (652 span): AIM—7 Sparrow (3’ af t)

Configuration (B): Tip launcher rail: Empty
Tip pylon: AIM— 7 (3” af t)
Inboard pylon: Not installed

Configuration (C): Tip launcher rail: Empty
Tip pylon: AIM—9E (6” af t)
Inboard pylon: Not installed

Figure 2 presents analytical results for three selected configurations. The preliminary flutter
analysis of configuration (A) predicted a “hump” mode at about 13 Hz in model scale with a slow decrease
in damping as the flutter speed is approached. As shown in Figure 2, this characteristic results in an
unusual increase of the flutter dynamic pressure at Mach numbers approaching unity. Configuration (B)
exhibits a conventional bending—torsion type of flutter at around 7 Hz with a violent onset. It should
be noted that this flutter condition was created by attaching a wing pylon in the tip region with the
store located in an extreme , aft position. Similarly, a violent type of flutter was predicted also for
Configuration (C), but (due to the reduced store mass) at the higher frequency 10.5 Hz.

3.2 Deaign Analysis

Design analyses of the active flutter suppression systems for each configuration were performed to
establish control lava, compressibility effects, transducer and control surface locations, etc . For this
purpose new analytic techniques were developed at Northrop to cope with the frequency—dependence of the
con trol ays ter terms , which render the conventional eigenvalue solution techniques impractical. One
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satisfactory solu;~~n method used in the present program is the Characteristic Diagram technique sug—
gested by Landahl’ ‘ and developed by Northrop (1~) into an operational program. The method involves
plotting of the characteristic equation In the complex plane at a given speed/altitude combination with
the frequency as the parameter. Input frequency is specified by a subroutine that computes an automatic
frequency sweep. The sweep rate is reduced as a root is approached , thus def in ing  the characteristic
diagram with sufficient accuracy. The damping of the dynamic system is determined directly from the
shape of the diagram.

Anotb~r analysis technique , also developed at Northrop, is the Transfer Func tion Syn thesia (IFS)
technique which has proven to be both practical and accurate for most of the present design analyses.
The IFS technique Is a computerized procedure for obtaining closed—form approximations to aeroelastic
t ransfer  func tions, including the effects of inertial, elastic and aerodynamic forces. The transfer
functions are synthesized from analytical frequency response data as ratios of polynomials in the La-
place variable S. Figure 3 presents typical computed vertical and angular acceleration responses at
70% wing span due to excitation by the trailing edge control surface. The synthesized approximations
of these two curves are very accucqte and practically coincide with the computed curves. Further exam—

• ination of figure 3 reveals that the vertical acceleration response contains substantial contributions
from modes adjacent to the flutter mode characterized by the sharp peak at 13 Hz. The same general ob-
servation was made for all three configurations. When designing a f lu tter suppression system it was
found Important to maximize the relative response in the flutter mode so that the active system at nominal
gain values performs without undue excitation of the adjacent modes.

AFT CABLE

LIFT CABLE
TRIM SURFACE

- 
- . ROLL BARS

ACTUATOR

SENSO R —

SERV O VALV E

FORWARD CABLE

FIGURE 1. WING/STORE MODEL WITH ACTIVE FLUTTER CONTROL
CONFIGURATION (A)

The block diagram presented in figure 4 illustrates the flutter suppression system used in the teat
program. In order to ensure stability of the adjacent modes, several ftlters are used to condition the
feedbac k signal (V2 — V1). which is the differential voltage delivered by two accelerometers located at
702 of the wing span. A differential acceleration of one g (9.8 m/s2) provldea a voltage of approximately
0.2V. Two notch filters at 90 Hz and 34 Hz were required to eliminate ground resonances in the structural
panels adjoining the actuator. A second—order low—pass filter (breaking at 42 Hz) was found to el imina te
resonance in high—order vibration modes such as the tip missile bending mode. The purpose of the high—
pass filter is to minimize the coupling between the structural vibration modes and the rigid—body modes
introduced by the auspenalon system . In the present program , emphasis was placed on simplicity in design
and fabrication of the flutter suppression system. To aatisfy this requirement it was found that the
most desirable filter for compensation of the flutter mode is a first—order variable gain/phase network
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as shown in the block diagram. A dial on the control panel is used to adjust the gain values in 11w
range 0.0—2.0. SimIlarly , usin g another  d ia l , the t ime constant I of the phase compensstitrn can
assume values between 0.0 and 0.05 seconds.

~~~~~~~ 

ACTUATOR 6 
AIRFRAME 

V2_~

II

K 

H~~H 
HIGH PA

J4 
[
~~~~w~~~ss k~

FIGURE 4 . BLOCK DIACRAM OF THE FLUTTER SUP~ RESSlON LOOP

- 
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Extensive analyses were performed to determine the optimal gain—phase settings for various dynamic
pressures and Mach numbers . The approximations of the scroelastic response at various speeds and Mach
numbers were used to obtain root locus plots with the loop gain as parameter. Figure 5 presents a
typical root tocue plot tot configuration (B) with leading edge control , at a speed slightly exceeding

• the flutter speed. It is observed that all poles associated with structural vibration modes arc located
close to the imaginary axis. Another finding Is that the flutter suppression system has an adverse

- I e f f ect on the f i r s t wing bend ing mode which becomes uns table a t h igh m o p  gains . Due to this limiting
factor on the alløwable loop gain , the flutter suppression system is able to stabilize the system only
up t o  moderate dynamic pressures as demonstrated in Figures 6 and 7 which present magnified views of the
roots associated with the first two structural modes. All roots associated with the actuator servo and
the filters are sufficiently stable for normal gain values.

Sim ilar analyses were performed for the other configurations with both leading and trailing edge
controls at various Mach numbers . The trailing edge system for configuration (A) was found to he very
effective in suppressing the “hump” mode flutter . For confIguration (C), as for (B), th~ analysis
pred ic ted that the leading edge surface would be more effective in controlling the Clutter mode . For
both configurations , however , the allowable gain was limited by the destabilizing effect predicted for
the root associated with fundamental wing bending.

4. GROIJNI) VIBRATION TEST

The ini tial ground vibration test (CVI) was conducted at Wright—Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio
during April 1977. Two different types of vibrat ion tests were performed. The conventiona’. type
utilized discrete , sinusoidal shaker input at each natural frequency. Relative accelerations were
measured by a roving accelerometer. Due to the time—consuming nature of this test , i t was comple ted
for configuration (Pt) only. Th. second type of CVI utilized a Hewlett—Pac kard Fourier Ana lyzer . System
54518 operated by the Dynamics Test Group at AFFDL. The wind tunnel model was excited by random noise
in put to a shaker loca ted in the fuse1~ge nose. The response was measured consecutively at preselected
stations and transmitted to the computer. Almost simultaneously with the data transmittal , the transfer
function for eac h test point was computed and stored on disc. Samp l ing time per point was approximately
120 seconds and the resulting frequency resolution was 0.2 Hz. The transfer function data stored on
disc were used to determine the modal deflections at approximately 85 poInts for each of the three
configurations. To extract accurate measurements of the modal damp ing , a zoom technique was employed
w ith data sampled at a few locations during approximately 600 seconda. Figur e 8 presents a typical
transfer function computed by the Fourier Analyzer. Even though all modes generated by the Fourier
Analyzer betwee~ 0 and 50 Hz are clearly identifiable , the shapes of the low—frequenc y modes show poor
correlation with the corresponding modes measured In the conventional CVT or the ones oht~ incd from
analysis . The results for higher—order modes are satisfactory, later , during each wind tunnel entry .
the conventional vibration test was repeated to verify the structural integrity of the model and deter-
mine the influence of the suspension system. 
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Functional checks of the actuator servos and other components in the control system were made both
- . in i bench test and with the system installed in the model. Open—Loop tests were perlorm.’d to measure

thc servo output versus input ccimaand . The gains of the sctuation loop were act for optimum closed-I I’I’~~
response , which then was mod ii led by various I i 1 ters to match a typic al aileron act uettor . A lter complet ion
of Ili,’ functional t es t s  • the’ flutter suppress ion loop was c los,’d to determine I In’ loop gain at ground
resonance, flue to  the potential danger to the modt’l • precaut ions were’ taken t -• l imit the hvdraul Ic f l ow
rate’ provided hr the servo—va lye’. Notch filters were insert i’d in the f l u t t e r  suppress ion ioop ~ el lethal,’
criti cal modes. To further increase the available 1oop gain , he not cIt ( l I t  c l- s we’re’ mod Iti  i’d and .i second —

order I ow—pass filter inserted during the’ second wind tunnel entry

In add i t ion • a frequency response test was performed. The’ oblec t I e•~’ was t I~ measure’ aece’ le’rat ion
responses due’ to control surface inputs and store the data on magnetic tape’ for future processing. From
the input and output signals of the actuator servo, a transfer function as shown in figure’ Q was derived
and compared to the d ,screte data measured in the’ feinct ional test. The low—frequency response of the
actuator servo i~ referenced to 1.8 degrees/volt. After the first wind tunne l ,‘ntry . th e’ servo was
comp letely redesigned and the frequency response was mo dified t o  some’ extent in the high-frequency hand .

5. WINO TUNNEl. TESTS

5.1 First Entry

The wind t unnel test program was conduc ted at the NASA/l a ng ley Research Center in three separa te
entries during June , August and December 1977. In the first entry , the’ leading edge surface was used for
sweep—exc itation of configuration (A). A rapidly diverging oscillation ol the leading e’dge servo was ~‘n-
countered well below the predicted flutter speed ,

In reviewing the test results front the first entry . Northrop decided to redesign the actuator servos.
A detailed SflSlVstst of the leading edge’ servo was performed considering the destshili:ing effect of the
airlosds . Figure 10 demonstrates that the root associated with an integrator in the forward servo—loop
couples wi th the root associated with the airload (in the leading edge control. With maximum at t a i nable
loop ga i n , the analysis shows tha t the system was only marginally stable. 8~se’d on this analysis , the
firs t step was to eliminate the integrator and redesign the servo . At the same tins’, a number of

~The authors acknowledge George R. Mi lls of Northrop Corporal ton for his suhst snt 1st contributions to
this analysis. 
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precaut ionary measures was undertaken to increase the dynamic •ttffne ss of the servo .. Th. pressur. feed-
back used in combination with position feedback in th. servo loop was elisinated and the hydraulic sup-
ply pressure was doubled to 13800 kPa.

5.2 ~~~~~~~~~ tr

In the second wind tunnel entry , the flutter boundary of configuration (A) wss •zplored. he and y-
sis of this configuration had predicted a moderately uns table “hump ” mode with significant -r tt ctpat ion
of th. fuselage fit-ut bending mode. Unexpected ly high damp ing in the model support system , however,
changed the dynamic coupling and made the predicted f l u t t e r  mode stable. Neve rtheles s , t he test
demonstrated that the control syste. increased the damping and decoupled the modes participating in the
expected flutter mechanism.

During testing of configuration (5), sweep exci tation using t he trailing edge control surface was
performed to measure damping levels and define the flutter boundary with the flutt.r suppression system
inac tive . For Mach number 0.8, a violent wing torsional oscillation was encountered at a dynamic pressure
of 3.64 kPa . The model experienced some damage and the teat was terminated for repair.

5.3 Third Entry

The third tunnel entry was initiated with testing of a modified configuration (A) having a mass of
0.2 kg added to the A IM—9E missile tip . During this test , most damping trends were obtained using the
peak—hold spec trum method , which provide . Fourier—transformed measurements of the response , filtered
through 250 narrow-band circuits. The peak response within each interval is registered on a screen ,
perm itting the test engineer to determine when the resulting spectrum has converged and the data sampling
can be discon tinued . The damping of a resonating mode is proportional to the inverse of the peak—
hold ampli tude. Figure 11 illustrates the model response in terms of peak—hold spectra of the wing
root torsion moment due to either tunnel turbulence alone or tunne l turbulence in combination with sweep
exci tation by a leading edge control surface. Although the flutter suppression system was not activa ted
for the test points covered in this graph , the da t a gives an estimate of the relative tunnel turbulence
and the threshold amplitud e at which the flutter suppression system can be expected to affect the response.
Figure 12 presen ts a peak—hold damping trend for configuration (A) with and without flutter suppression ,
As in the previous tunnel entry , it was demonstrated that the trailing edge control syste m provided a
significant amount of damping, bu t friction in the model susrenston sy stem was suff i c ient to prevent
flu tter for this configuration.

The test continqed with configurations (8) and (C) , which were designed specific ally to have
severe flutter on-set. Figures 13 and 14 presen t measured damping trends for configuration (B) at Mach
numbers 0.6 and 0.8, respec tively. The model sustained slig h t damage at N — 0.8 where a “hard ” f l u tt er
point was obtained . Subsequently , considerable incre*ses in the flutter speeds were achieved using the
leading edge con trol surface. For configuration (B) at Mach number 0.6, a demonstrated improvement of
182 and a projec ted improvement of 292 in the dynamic pressure were accomplished. As predicted by analy-
sia , the increased damping in the flutter mode was traded for a destabilizing effect on the fi rst wing
bending mode . For this reason , the nominal loop gain in the flutter suppression system was li .ite’d to
0.7. The frequency shif ts predicted by the analysis for system-on , were alno sub stanti a ted by the test
showing a sudden drop in the torsion frequency as the dynamic pressure approached its critical value .
Table 2 presents estimated damping ratios for the data points shown in Figure 14 . These resul ts were
obtained by post-test analysis of analog tape records using a moving—b lock/randomdec technique as
described in reference 12 .

Dynamic Damping Ratio

• Pressure
(kP ~~~) System—Off System—On

3.35 0.051 —

3.59 0.030 0.084
3.83 0.014 0.082

3.91 0.000 0.071

4.12 — 0.053

4.31 — 0.045
4.45 — 0.031

Table 2. Damping Ratios of Flutter Modes for Configuration (5)
N — 0.80, Leading Edge Control

Similar test result, were outained for configuration (C). As for configuration (B), the critical
mode wi th the flutter suppression system on was the first wing bending mode . The effect of the leading
edge system on the peak—hold response is presented in Figure 1.5. Since in thi. case the projected dynamic
pressure at flu tter was 3.10 liPs, the upper two plots demonstrate the effectiveness of the closed—loop
system. Similar data wer, obtained with the trailing edge system in operation. Damping trends at Mach
0.6 are presented in Figures 16 and 17 with the leading and trailing edg. systems on and off.

Future flutter suppression systems most likely would be tied to special purpose computer. responding
in an adaptive manner to counteract the structural response . An alternative and technic ally simpler approach
would be to depend on the flight data computer to provide pr.—progra .d control laws for various config-
urations and flight conditions. In the pr.s.nt program , it was observed from both test data and analytical
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predictions that , as a general rule , the flutter suppression loop required increasing phase lag with
- . increasing Mach number. The analytis indicated that , in some cases , scheduling of the loop gain would

be beneficial to maximize system damping at the subcritical dynamic pressures and to stabilize structural
modes adjacent to the flutter mode. Further testing is required to investi gate transonic effecta and
improvements of the control laws.

6. ANALYTICAL CORRELATION WITH TEST DATA

6.1 ~~~~ysis without AFSS

The Air Force Flight Dynam ics Laboratory conducted flutter analyses for each of the unaugmented
configurations using the FOP module of the FASTOP (Flutter and Strength Optimization Program) computer
program (ll). For configuration (A) at M O.8, flutter was predicted at a dynamic pressure of 6.42 kPa
using computed vibration modes and at a dynamic pressure of 6.56 kPa using ground vibration test data .
It was noted earlier that this configuration would not flutter in the tunnel due to unexpectedly high
damping in the support system. For Configura t ion (8) the corresponding numbers were 3.64 kPa and 4.21
liPs. Using computed modes, the analysts was about 102 conservative. Wi th measured modes it was about
42 unconservative . The analysis for Configuration (C) at M’.O.6 using computed vibration modes, pre-
dicted a flutter instability at 4.93 kPa, 22 below the projected teat point.

6.2 Analysis with AFSS

To determine the stability characteristics of the augmented model , the AFFDL emp loyed a frequency
domain procedure with a modified Nyquist criterion. Figure 18 presents a series of Nyquist plots for
configuration (B) with leading edge control at M O.8. At low dynamic pressure where the response is
small , the loop corresponding to the critical mode is small and located to the righ t of the origin. As
the flutter speed is approached , the Nyquist loop gets larger and approaches a curve of infinite radius
that turns in the clockwise direction. At flutter , the loop degenerates to a straight line. As the
f l u tte r speed is surpassed , the critical mode encircles the origin in a counter—clockwise manner
indicating that the model is stable. For higher speeds (above flutter) , the Nyquist loop becomes smaller

-~ until it no longer encircles the origin. At this point , suppression of the flutter mode is lost. For
configuration (B), loss of f lutter control was predicted at a dynamic pressure o f 5.27 kPa. This

- ,~ represents an increase of 312 in flutter dynamic pressure over the uriaugmented case. Experimental re—
suits at this Mach number indicated a projected increase of 15% using the peak—hold trend and a projected
increase of 23% using the estimated damping ratios presented in Table 2.

The analyses for the augmented confi guration (A) at M—O.8 showed that the critical dynamic
pressure coul d be increased by about 33% using either the leading edge or the trailing edge surface.
Since this configuration was stable in the tunnel , it is difficult to make a meaningful comparison.
For the augmented configuration (C) with leading edge control the analysis at M 0.6 showed good
stability characteristics up to dynamic pressures exceeding 9.58 kPa which is 48% above the unaugmented
case . The test results , however, show a projected improvement of only 17%.

In gener al , control surface aerodynamic force and moment coefficients predicted by theory are high
when compared to experimental data. Since experimental information on this model regarding control
surface aerodynamics was not available , there was no attemp t at this time to reduce the magnitude of
the control surface aerodynamics. Unmodified control surface aerodynamics tend to predict a more
efficien t active flutter suppression system. This may be a partial explanation of the differences ob—
tam ed between the analysis and test results.

• 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Al though many problems remain to be solved in order to make a flutter control system truly adapt—
ive , the present test program has demonstrated that active suppression of wing/store flutter is feasible
for practical application. As fa r  as known , this was the first time tha t a lead ing edge surface  was
used as the single active device for flutter control. Both the leading and the trailing edge sur-
faces were used independently to suppress a single flutter mode. There are several items that remain
as future tasks. At present, the Air Force is reviewing plans to use the existing model for demonstration
of improved control laws and various adaptive control schemes for flutter suppression. Another item
considered for future testing, is the combined application of leading and trailing edge controls.
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